
Fitting the t3 Shell Kit to an 
exhibition/diSplay wall

01 0302 04

INSTALLATION GUIDE

Clamp Body

Starting with the clamp at 
90º to its finished position, 
place the locking insert into 
the channel of the shell 
scheme upright.
Make sure the insert is able 
to rotate in the channel.

Tighten the knob for the 
locking insert to secure the 
clamp in position on the 
upright.

Turn the clamp 90º. The 
locking insert will now hold 
the clamp to the upright.

The T3 tube can now be 
positioned in the clamp 
and held by tightening the 
second knob.

Knob for 
locking insert

Knob for 
locking 
T3 tube

SMall inSeRt
For OCTANORM
(Supplied as standard fitted to clamp)

MediUM inSeRt
For FOGA, MODUL, SODEM, SYMA  
and UNibOx
(Supplied separately with clamp)

laRge inSeRt
For CLiCK
(Supplied separately with clamp)

Locking inserts are interchangeable and allow 
fixing of the T3 Shell Kit Clamp to all the major 

aluminium profile exhibition systems.

integrating T3 walls and structures within shell 
schemes is easy with the T3 Shell Kit Clamp.

The clamp fits all the major exhibition and event 
divider systems including Octanorm, Foga, 
Modul, Syma, Unibox and Click and can be used 
with both Classic and Channel T3 tubes.

This makes it possible to create custom-looking 
displays with fabric, flexible and rigid panels 
quickly, easily and very cost effectively.

Locking insert

Classic 
tube profileChannel 

tube profile
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T3 Systems are protected by Design 
Patents, Patent Applications and Design 
Registrations worldwide.

+44 (0)20 8803 4469
www.tecnadisplay.com  info@tecnadisplay.com

Fitting the t3 Shell Kit to a Solid wall oR panel  
(i.e. brick, concrete, plaster or timber)

CReating a t3 wall

Start building the T3 structure constructing the first 
square at either bottom corner. Using the T3 clamp, 
locate the T3 to the shell scheme. Construct the 
remaining frame securing the frame to the shell scheme 
using the remaining clamps.

Start building the T3 structure by fitting one of the 
middle horizontal tubes. it is important that this tube is 
level before tightening the clamp. 

01

Remove the locking insert 
and knob.

02

Fix to the wall or panel 
through any of the 5 slots in 
the back of the clamp.

The T3 Clamp also 
provides a quick and 
simple way of fixing 
a display framework 
to existing walls of 
all types.
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Floor standing T3 walls

“Floating” T3 display panels

T3 clamp

T3 clamp

T3 frame

T3 frame

Shell 
scheme 
or wall

Shell 
scheme 
or wall

don’t forget that the t3 frame or panels can be easily repositioned or adjusted by releasing 
the clamps and sliding the t3 into the new position.

CReating a Floating t3 diSplay panel

STEP 1. build the T3 frame.

STEP 1.
build the T3 frame.

STEP 3.
The finished wall.

STEP 3.
The finished panel.

STEP 2.
Attach the first graphic.

STEP 2.
Attach the graphic.
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